Most neurocomputer architectures support only xed point arithmetic which allows a higher degree of VLSI integration but limits the range and precision of all variables. Up to now the e ect of this limitation on neural network training algorithms has been studied only for standard models like SOM or BP. This paper presents the results of an experimental study in which the precision requirements of three other learning algorithms (RBF, RPROP and BPTT) on exemplary tasks have been investigated. While the RBF and BPTT key variables required more than 16 bit for training to solve the selected problems, the RPROP algorithm showed good results with far less than 16 bit.
Introduction
Today neural networks are widely and successfully used to tackle a variety of classication and approximation problems. Since their learning algorithms are computationally expensive and the network architecture suggests a parallel implementation, generalpurpose parallel computers and neurocomputers (like CNAPS 1]) are often used for network training.
However, most neurocomputer processing elements have a limited wordlength of mostly 16 bit to reduce the required chip area and so to increase integration. Thus the user is to encode each data element in a word of limited length. He must select a suitable number of range bits (before the decimal point) and precision bits (behind the decimal point) to describe the range and the precision of each variable. So a 16-bit variable may e.g. be composed of four range bits corresponding author (including sign) and twelve precision bits:
rrr:pppppppppppp Limited range and precision introduce new problems to be considered. It is by no means obvious that a well tested learning algorithm will perform equally well on xed point variables as it does on oating point variables. A statistical study about the required precision for a two-layer MLP and the standard backpropagation algorithm performed by Holt 2] showed that under certain assumptions (e.g. uniformly distributed input variables) a xed point encoding of 16 bit is su cient in most cases. For most other networks and other supervised training algorithms the required precision is unknown.
After a brief overview of the learning algorithms (section 2), our approach to precision variation (section 3) and the experimental setting (section 4) are described. Preliminary experiments with the selected digit recognition task had suggested using a two-layer network with 40 hidden RBF neurons (also referred to as prototypes c) and a fully connected weight layer (with weights w) between them and the output layer of ten linear neurons, each of which was to respond to one digit (class). For initialization, the neurons were placed in the center of all patterns belonging to the corresponding class. Then 10 epochs (one epoch meaning a complete presentation of the learning set) of Optimized Learning Vector Quantization (OLVQ) were performed. During initialization, the class assignments of the hidden neurons were xed, with four neurons responding to each class.
Thereafter, the network was trained in 100 epochs by a gradient-based RBF training algorithm. Unlike in many other RBF implementations, not only the weights w and the positions c of the prototypes were adapted, but also the inverse width s of each gaussian bell (that in uences the neuron output by y = e ?s (c?x) 2 ). These three variables c, w and s were then examined for their behaviour under precision variation.
The network was trained using a set of 1000 patterns, each one representing a 16 16 grey scale picture of a hand-written digit, reduced to the 40 principal components. A similar set served to test the network's generalization ability. The learning rates were c = w = 0:1 for the adaptation of c and w, s = 0:001 for learning s, momentum = 0:8 for the momentum synapses of the weight layer and OLV Q = 0:3 as the initial learning rate of the OLVQ algorithm.
RPROP
RPROP 6] is a learning algorithm for multilayer perceptrons that performs a modi ed gradient descent. The changes of the weights w do follow the gradient in direction, but their weight-speci c magnitude grows or declines exponentially depending on changes in the gradient's direction. For comparability, the RPROP algorithm was applied to the same task and same data sets as the RBF network. There were again 40 hidden neurons fully connected to ten output neurons, equating the number of adaptable parameters of both networks.
Again 100 epochs of learning were performed after which the network memorized much better than RBF, however generalized weaker, suggesting that RPROP should be exposed to larger training and test sets to avoid over tting. However, we kept the smaller sets in favor of comparability.
Here the weights w and the learning step size were tested for their precision requirements. The factors for the increase and decrease of were set to + = 1:2 and ? = 0:5 with min = 10 ?6 and max = 50 as its bounds.
BPTT
Unlike the RBF and RPROP algorithms, the BPTT algorithm 8] for feedback networks is well suited for input of varying length and thus classi cation of temporal sequences.
BPTT processes an input sequence by presenting one input component at a time and feeding back the previous neuron activity. In the backward phase, the errors of the output neuron are passed inversely through the network using the same number of loops while the variable w accumulates them over the pattern length.
The chosen network architecture comprises a hidden layer of eight threshold neurons, fully connected (with weights w) both to itself and to an additional single output neuron. w and w were varied in precision. The learning rate was = 0:1.
The network was trained to recognize the languages Tomita-2 and Tomita-4 4], which are both subsets of f0; 1g : Tomita-2 consists of all words (01)+ while Tomita-4 contains all words that do not contain the subsequence 000. Each training set contained 100 patterns of varying length. Tomita-2 seems much easier to learn than Tomita-4; in fact, it took only 200 epochs as opposed to 2000 for the latter.
Approach
For each of the algorithms' key variables, the varying precisions were chosen primarily with regard to the 16-bit limitation imposed by the CNAPS architecture. In addition to that, we sought to determine how much precision would reproduce the results of the referential oating point implementations.
The range occupied by each of these variables had been determined experimentally beforehand, yielding an upper bound on the number of range bits required 1 . In order to keep the number of experiments reasonably small, only one network variable at a time was set to a xed point data type; further work remains to examine what e ect the simultaneous use of xed point types for several or all variables has on network performance. Since the limited amount of computing time available also necessitated the use of comparatively small training and test sets, the mean squared error (averaged over the pattern set) was selected as the appropriate error measure.
Experiments
The neural network speci cation language EpsiloNN (E cient parallel simulation of Neural Networks, 7]) was used in all experiments. It allows a concise object-oriented description of the selected models and a simple handling of arbitrary xed point numbers. So the special data type fix:r.p is available for the declaration of a xed point variable with r range and p precision bits. All arithmetic operations are available for these data types, the results are saturated where necessary. The EpsiloNN compiler can generate simulation source code for workstations as well as neurocomputers with simple xed point arithmetic units.
In the previously established implementations for the respective algorithms (using oating point variables only), the declaration of the variable in question was altered to the desired fix:r.p type. Then three runs were performed with di erent random number generator initializations, with the same three generator seeds used every time.
The tasks of source code manipulation, batch le generation and experiment control were automated into a script. All experiments were run on SUN Sparc Ultras.
Results
For each network and variable, the mean squared error after completion of learning is plotted versus the number of precision bits used for the variable in question. Each result is also labelled with the percentage of correctly classi ed patterns (i.e. the hit rate). For comparison, unconnected dots to the very right of each plot show the reference performance of that network, achieved when all variables have oating point precision. All results are averaged over three runs with di erent initializations.
RBF
The RBF algorithm shows rather high precision demands especially with regard to prototype location c that prohibit successful implementation with 16-bit variables.
Prototype location c: With a constant number of three range bits, the number of precision bits was varied between 9 and 18. The algorithm turned out to be surprisingly sensitive to inaccuracy of prototype loca- Figure 1 tion. As gure 1 shows, acceptable recognition/generalization rates cannot be achieved with less than 14 precision bits. Matching the performance of the oating point implementation requires 18 bit. In order to remain within the 16-bit limit, one might attempt to trade range for precision by using fix:2.14 or fix:1.15. Both alternatives perform better than fix:3.13 but weaker than fix:3.14 Obviously the RBF algorithm will not work well on the given data set when c has to t into a 16-bit representation.
Weight variable w: Figure 2 shows that the variable w is less demanding than c although ve range bits have been allocated. With as few as ten precision bits for w, the algorithm almost attains the power of the oating point version. Here, Figure 2 a range{precision tradeo yields best results for fix:3.13 which performs hardly weaker than fix:5.14. Obviously the few large weights that had suggested the use of ve range bits do not carry much information. Inverse width s of the gaussian bell:
Since in our experiment the parameter s remains well below 1 and cannot get negative, neither sign nor range bit is required. It should be noted that since s is narrowly centered around 0:1, the two leftmost (most signi cant) precision bits are always zero, causing the precision demand to appear exaggerated by two bit.
As gure 3 shows, acceptable results require an s with at least 14 precision bits, while fix:0.16 even outperforms the oating point implementation slightly.
RPROP
Unlike the RBF network, the RPROP algorithm handles limited precision quite well: Each relevant variable by itself even allows an eight-bit xed point representation without forfeiting performance. Surprisingly, using xed point arithmetic on both of them at the same time requires greater precision. Figure 4 ning seems to depend upon weight precision in a non-monotonic way: With only ve precision bits, the network achieves a slightly better generalization rate than the referential oating point version.
This observation might give rise to the idea that varying precision introduces an unusual source of the well-known over tting effect, namely over precision instead of time. However, such a result is neither supported nor refuted by the given data since the uctuations are within the normal scatter of the randomized experiment.
Adaptive learning steps : The large value of max = 50 forced the allocation of seven range bits for . Figure 5 shows that with regard to generalization ability, the variables react to precision reduction as uncritically as the weights w do; however, they require more precision bits in order to memorize well. Although this di erence between and w is a little surprising since a ects w only additively (so why should it require greater precision?), it is easily explained by the dynamic adaptation of that character- Figure 5 izes RPROP: Whenever a synapse's falls below the smallest positive value of the given xed point data type, it is stored as zero and causes that weight to cease learning. One could x this problem by employing a modi ed (additive) incrementation strategy for , or by setting min to the smallest positive value of that data type.
Like w, handles eight-bit precision very well: With fix:3.5 and fix:2.6 it performs exactly as with seven range bits. However, simultaneously declaring w as fix:4.4 and as fix:2.6 does e ect a signi cant performance loss.
BPTT
As one would expect intuitively from the definitions of Tomita-2 and Tomita-4 (see 2.3), the former is indeed easier to learn: While in most cases the BPTT algorithm recognizes it fairly well even with variables of reduced precision, the latter requires much more bits, especially for w.
Weights w: As gures 6 and 7 show, a total of only 16 bit (with three used as range bits) is not enough to furnish w with adequate precision for the recognition of Tomita-2, far less Tomita-4. The errorprecision plot for Tomita-4 ( gure 7) features a notable threshold characteristic: Unlike RBF and RPROP that both degrade slowly as the precision of their variables is reduced, here BPTT seems to require a rather speci c number of binary places below which it performs poorly. For Tomita-2, trading range for precision by using fix:2.14 instead of fix:3.13 yields some improvement but neither recognition rate reaches 97%. Since Tomita-2 al- ready is unrealistically simple, the BPTT algorithm does not seem to lend itself well to 16-bit implementation, even though w does not raise similar problems. Error accumulation variable w: The variable w was given only one range bit (the sign) since the accumulated errors are small. Figures 8 and 9 show that once again Tomita-4 is much more demanding than Tomita-2 although both languages are Figure 9 readily learned with a w of type fix:1.15. It should be noted, however, that limited precision of w brings about slower learning. When restricted to just eight (seven) precision bits but allowed an additional 200 epochs, the network manages to classify Tomita-2 about 98% (96%) correctly which is almost as good as with nine bit. With eight precision bits, learning is thus slowed down by a factor of four when compared to the oating point implementation.
The uctuations in gure 9 show that variables of di ering (albeit su cient) precision cause the network to nd di erent solutions of the problem. Since all experiments use the same triple of initializations, this indicates a very rugged error surface for Tomita-4.
Conclusions & outlook
It is rather surprising to nd that RBF needs more precision than can be supplied by 16-bit variables. The RBF network requires the allocation of at least 20 bits for the prototype location variable c: Only fix:3.17 and fix:3.18 supply full recognition power.
In the BPTT algorithm, the weight variable w is almost as demanding since it requires at least fix:3.16 for Tomita-4.
On the other hand, other tasks or even other data sets could yield a di erent picture. While RBF, tested on a real-world problem, might perform better on di erent tasks, it appears that BPTT would encounter even greater di culties when applied to problems more realistic than Tomita-2/-4.
RPROP, however, not only o ers fast and robust convergence on oating point variables but also preserves its strong points when operating on limited precision, even with both variables set to 16-bit xed point types. For the given task it should be trained on a greater data set to avoid over tting. Yet among the algorithms examined here, RPROP is clearly suited best for platforms with xed point arithmetic.
In some cases precision reduction notably increased the number of epochs required, sometimes even by a factor of four. Thus porting to xed point arithmetic should be considered only when this promises larger speedup factors | which it usually does.
Further work remains to examine what a complete changeover to xed point data types for all variables would e ect in the algorithms and whether a word width of 24 bit su ces for RBF and BPTT. Moreover, it is of theoretical interest why they are so much more sensitive to precision reduction than RPROP. On the other hand, knowledge about the precision required for recognition only (after learning has been completed on oating point variables) would be of great practical relevance.
